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The Delaware Open Data Portal

• Grew from agency responses to transparency scorecards

• Established by Executive Orders
(2016 and 2018)

• Governed by an Open Data Council

• Council adopts a Strategic Plan
and an Action Plan



Open Data Strategy

• Governmental transparency

• Partnerships and spurring entrepreneurial efforts

• Public communications

• Improved internal management

• Open Data as IT Infrastructure



data.delaware.gov

• Launched October 2016

• 64 Datasets

• 22 Environmental

• 50 more on deck

• 67 Charts

• 49 Maps

• 46 Data Stories

• Integrated in
web site



Permitted Septic Systems
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FOIA Requests for Well Permit Data

Open Data Portal Views: Well Permit Data







Telling Stories

• Using data from the portal 

• Combining data visualization with photography and text 

• Using a story format to present data and information
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Open Data as IT Infrastructure

• Open-first data management (data-sharing by default)

• Simple database structures

• Clear data classification

• Integrated APIs

• Automatic ETL or API connections

• To Open Data Portal

• To federal and state partners



• It’s easy to get some people excited about modern web 
sites and open data

• It’s harder to get the rank and file and general staff on 
board

• “Organizational Change Management” needs to be more 
than just a buzzword

• “But we’ve always done it this way” can be more
powerful than you think



“I’m interested in somehow sharing our data but am 
hesitant to what extent we share it as we still like to have 

some control over what data we share.  
For instance we don’t necessarily 

want the raw data set out there 
for anyone to grab without our 

consent and/or 
knowledge.” 



• Open Data needs to be a fundamental part of our data 
infrastructure

• Open Data needs to be a fundamental part of our 
organizational culture

• We need to integrate data and information into our 
websites and applications

• We can use the same data to help guide agency 
management



We’ll keep trying


